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Summary: 

 

Aerial photographs taken by Chris Musson during a sortie flown in 1999 as part of the 

Millennium Air Survey of Herefordshire resulted in a field visit. The photographs were of 

a complex of earthworks that mark the presence of an ordered series of enclosures to the 

south of the A44 and west of the A480 at Lyonshall. Although when the images were sent 

through to the author of this report it was suggested that the earthworks formed part of a 

field system, it soon became evident that they represent traces of former settlement that  

link the church and castle with the present day village over half a kilometre away.  

 

A field visit focused on an area to the west of the Lyonshall-Hereford road (the A480). It 

immediately became apparent that the earthworks defined a series of plots arranged 

either side of a central routeway that, when projected northwards, met a former line of 

the A44 road, and southwards, aligned with the present course of the A480 road in and 

beyond the southern end of the modern settlement. On a subsequent occasion the 

opportunity was also taken to visit the southern part of the village and confirm the earlier 

and map-based observations. 

 

This report brings together the evidence from both the photographs and field visits, and 

presents the case for interpreting the totality as perhaps the largest of Herefordshire’s 

shrunken/deserted medieval towns. The results of documentary research by Valerie 

Goodbury, commissioned by Herefordshire Archaeology are incorporated within the 

revision of the report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Disclaimer: It should not be assumed that land referred to in this document is accessible to the public. 

Location plans are indicative only. NGR’s are accurate to approximately 10m. Measured dimensions are 

accurate to within 1m at a scale of 1:500, 0.1m at 1:50, and 0.02m at 1:20. 

 

Figure 1 contains material from the Ordnance Survey. The grid in this material is the National Grid taken 

from the Ordnance Survey map with the permission of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office. 

This material has been reproduced in order to locate the site in its environs. 

 

Contact details: Herefordshire Archaeology, Planning Services PO Box 144 Hereford HR1 2YH. 
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Lyonshall: a medieval town and its earthworks 
 

Herefordshire Archaeology Report No.22 

Keith Ray, Herefordshire Archaeology, December 2001/December 2004. 

 

 

 

Introduction and background 
 

The ‘Millennium Air Survey of Herefordshire’ (MASH) was undertaken by Chris 

Musson on behalf of the Woolhope Naturalists’ Field Club between 1998 and 2001. The 

Archaeological Research Section of the Club had carried out a Field Name Survey of 

Herefordshire, transcribing the field names marked upon the Tithe Award maps for the 

county of 1839-50. This project won a British Archaeological Award, and the prize 

money was used to sponsor an aerial survey project designed to document the 

Herefordshire landscape from the air at the Millennium, and to discover more 

archaeological sites.  

 

Copies of the photographic prints and slides produced by Chris Musson were purchased 

by the National Monuments Record (English Heritage), and by Herefordshire 

Archaeology (Herefordshire Council) for the county Sites and Monuments Record. As a 

consequence, photographs were logged (largely by volunteers, with checking by Rebecca 

Roseff, the Sites and Monuments Record Officer) onto the SMR as batches of 

photographs were received. Ruth Richardson (Hereford Sixth Form College archaeology 

tutor, and primary Woolhope Club representative for MASH) provided initial targets for 

survey. In consultation with Chris Musson, the author of this report also contributed 

suggestions for sites and features that might repay aerial survey. The latter process 

included meetings to review newly produced batches of photos, and correspondence 

concerning particular photos. 
 

During 2000, Chris Musson sent through to the author a series of prints specifically of 

aerial photos taken late in 1999 and early in 2000 of a field and associated paddocks near 

Lyonshall, with a request for comment. These fields were located in an area centred on 

NGR SO33155595 (Figure 1).  

 

The view of the aerial archaeologist was that the earthworks appeared to mark out the site 

of former enclosures and paddocks. However, it was immediately noted by the author of 

this report that the central ‘spinal’ boundary within the earthworks, although following 

the north-west to south-east orientation of other field boundaries in this part of the 

Herefordshire landscape, nonetheless served to link the northern with the southern parts 

of the present day settlement. Could the central ‘boundary’ therefore instead be a former 

routeway? It was felt necessary to follow up this initial consideration with a field visit. 

Following an initial field visit and review of information in the Sites and Monuments 

Record, and from other sources, a subsequent field visit was made early in 2001.  
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Method 

 

The study discussed in this report comprised detailed study of the series of aerial 

photographs that documented the site in 1999, and a review of the aerial photographic 

and mapped record in the county Sites and Monuments Record. This was then followed 

up with a straightforward series of two site visits and limited ground-based field 

observations. The first occasion was in December 2000, and the second visit was in 

March 2001. Subsequent visits have been made in company with Mark Bowden and 

(separately) with Dr. Paul Stamper (both of English Heritage).  

 

Previous evidence for Lyonshall 

 

The only substantive historical information about Lyonshall readily available before 2001 

concerned its castle, and two references to the grant of a market and fair in 1218 and 

1301.  The castle was probably first created by the De Lacy family, but by 1188 it was 

probably one of two castles belonging to John Devereux, which are mentioned in the Pipe 

Rolls for that year. Stephen Devereux is thought to have erected a circular keep on the 

site c.1220-7 in imitation of the one built by his overlord Walter de Lacy at Ewyas Lacy 

(Longtown). 

During the reign of Edward I, Lyonshall was the chief seat of William Touchet, and it 

was he who gained a licence for a weekly market and annual fair at Michaelmas in 1301. 

The castle subsequently passed by marriage to John de Vere, Earl of Oxford, and Simon 

de Burley held the castle until his execution in 1386. As a result of this downturn in the 

fortunes in the Burley line, Lyonshall reverted to Sir John Devereux in 1388. In 1391 the 

latter entered into a contract with John Brown, mason of Hereford, for the erection of a 

hall 13m long and 8m wide with walls 1m thick. The contract also included orders for the 

rebuilding of the gatehouse, complete with portcullis and guard lodgings. 

A report from local residents noted in the Sites and Monuments Record (HSM 22155) in 

1995 indicated that substantial earthworks ‘of the former village’ were located in fields to 

the west of the main road through the village, and the local tradition was noted then that 

the site of the village had moved away from the church. The Tithe Map for Lyonshall 

specifically notes the name of a field as ‘Burgage Bank’, located to the west of the 

present north-south road just south of the former tramway/railway route. 

  

Observations 

 

Aerial photographs 

 

The 1999-2000 series of aerial photographs comprise eight oblique aerial photographic 

images in the black and white print series that serve best to capture the character of the 

observed earthworks, and these form the basis of the interpretation here (99.MB.0021, 

99.MB.0805, 99.MB.0806, 99.MB.0807, 99.MB.0808, 00.MB.0097, 00.MB.0098 and 

00.MB.0099). Of these, only the first and last are reproduced for this report, since they 
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capture both the detailed form of the earthworks, and the relation to the church. 

Nonetheless, all are discussed here. 

 

99.MB.0021. (Figure 2) This is a view of a pasture field from the north, but looking 

directly down onto the earthworks from the access road to Lynhales Nursing Home. From 

north to south across the centre of the frame there is a slightly curving bank with a slight 

ditch on its western side (feature A, hereafter). From the road to Lynhales, it runs south-

south-west, before turning due south at a point almost directly west of the Village Hall 

(which is in a plot located on the western side of the A480 road just north of the former 

tramway/railway crossing point). Feature A is interpreted as the western burgage 

boundary bank of the medieval settlement (see below), and it is presumed that the A480 

itself follows the course of the former eastern boundary bank – hence accounting for the 

continuation of the association into the field name recorded in the 1840s.  

 

To the west of this feature, there is a paired group of ditches or drains running north and 

south, and separated by an area without drains, that, in more oblique views, is clearly a 

raised ridge running east-west from feature A. This area crossed by ‘drains’ is bordered 

to the west by another earthwork bank and ditch, which appears most likely to represent a 

former field boundary – since the pasture to the west on this feature is entirely different in 

character. 

 

To the left-centre of the frame there is a further pronounced north-south ditch-like feature 

(feature B) that appears to represent the continuation of still existing field boundaries 

running towards the pasture from north and south. It is these field boundaries that, 

projected northwards across the Lynhales road, meet up with the A44 road, and that, 

projected southwards, meet up with the southerly route of the A480 after it has made a 

‘dog-leg’ from the ‘eastern burgage boundary’ line directly westwards among the present 

day ‘historic’ houses of the village, and a further right-angled turn southwards. Despite 

its undoubted later redefinition as a field boundary, feature B is interpreted as the former 

axial street of the medieval settlement. 

 

Between feature B and the A480 there are a series of four or five earthwork banks set at 

right-angles to both, and therefore aligned east-west. The light and shadow in the 

photograph indicates that the one of these banks nearest to the Village Hall is the most 

pronounced, and that all the banks face down-slope southwards. There are slight 

indications in the photograph that there are smaller scale earthwork features within the 

long rectangular areas defined by these banks. The ‘plots’ so defined are here interpreted 

as burgage plots, and the banks as burgage plot boundaries. 

 

Curiously, there appear to be no similar east-west banks directly opposite the group to the 

east of feature B. However, further to the north towards the Lynhales road, there are two 

such banks west of feature B, set at the same interval as those further south on the eastern 

side. In the area lacking east-west banks to the west of feature B, there are however hints 

of further ‘drain-like’ features, but these are much less well defined as those to the west 

of feature A. 
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99.MB.0805. This is framed in an exactly similar way to 99.MB.0021, but is from a more 

elevated point. It therefore shows the continuation of feature A southwards into a 

ploughed field (but with its former course still discernible). The photograph shows yet 

more clearly how the course of the A480 and feature A mirror each other closely around 

the axis provided by feature B – since they both move towards the latter markedly, at 

(and just to the south of) the point where the former tramway/railway crosses the A480. 

This therefore appears to mark a narrowing of the east-west extent of the burgage plots in 

the southern part of the former borough.  

 

99.MB.0806. This is a perspective from the south-east, with the Village Hall at lower 

right. Features A and B are extremely clearly picked out, as are the north-south ‘ditches’.   

 

99.MB.0807. This is a perspective directly from the east, with the Village Hall at lower 

left. Feature B is particularly clear, and from this angle seems somewhat wider than it 

does when viewed from the air from the west in this series.  A closely set pair of very 

straight ditches that has been visible in all the preceding images, is particularly well 

picked out here. This runs east-west at right angles from feature B, immediately west of 

the Village Hall, and probably represents another former field boundary. It is certainly a 

late feature, appearing to cut through the north-south ‘drains’ in this area. It does however 

stop abruptly at feature A, so suggesting that the latter was also in more recent times used 

as a field boundary. 

 

99.MB.0808.  This is a perspective from the north-east, with the Village Hall at centre 

left. The east-west earthwork banks north of the Village hall are particularly clearly 

picked out from this angle. There are also indications of some sub-division of the areas 

they frame by smaller north-south ditches (nonetheless contained entirely within each 

burgage plots). 

 

00.MB.0097. This is a perspective from the east-south-east looking down with the 

Village Hall just left of bottom centre. Most of the features previously noted are very 

evident, but the elevated view takes in more ground, and enables the relation of feature B 

to the A44 to be very readily appreciated. A projection of the route of the A480 to the 

north of the A44 to meet the foot of the slope south of the church is hinted at in this 

image.   

 

00.MB.0098. This is another high-angled perspective, but this time from the north-east, 

with the Village Hall at centre left. Again the relation of feature B to the A44 is very 

readily appreciated, and the ‘burgage plot boundary’ earthworks either side of feature B 

are very clear. 

 

00.MB.0099. (Figure 3) The final image is also a high-angled perspective, but this time 

from the north, with both features, A and B, towards the centre of the frame. Again, the 

‘burgage plot boundary’ earthworks either side of feature B are very clear. 
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Site visits 

 

The site visits were made by traversing the pasture land from north to south along the 

course of the public footpath from the Lynhales access road down into the present day 

village. Further observations were made from public roads and from the land surrounding 

the Village Hall. During these initial visits it proved impossible to trace the ownership of 

the fields concerned, to obtain permission for more detailed inspection of the ground. 

 

At the time of the first site visit in autumn 2000, the pasture grass had yet to have become 

reduced sufficiently to appreciate all the subtleties of the earthworks, However, it was 

immediately apparent that the earthwork banks east of feature B and north of the Village 

Hall were very pronounced features in the landscape. It was possible to appreciate the fall 

in the topography from north to south across the pasture concerned.  

 

At the time of the second site visit, the grass was more reduced, and the visit extended to 

the land to the south of Bollingham Lane (west of the present day village, and again 

along a public right of way), and to view from the A480 itself further fields and 

paddocks. This led to further observations in these areas, and earthworks were noted for 

instance in paddocks to the west of buildings on the western side of the A480 south of the 

junction with Bollingham Lane. Here a stream marks the bottom of the valley. The 

earthworks are to the east and north of this watercourse. 

 

There are two further paddocks south of the main group discussed above and which is 

located to the south of the Lynhales access road. One paddock is to the west of the 

supposed axial ‘street’ of the former settlement (‘feature B’), and comprises a complex of 

banks and lynchets, but which certainly includes further ‘burgage boundary banks’ set at 

right angles to and on the western side of the axial ‘street’. The other paddock is that 

which was named as ‘Burgage Bank’ and this contains extremely well-defined and well-

preserved earthworks. The undisturbed nature of this paddock over some time is also 

reflected in the quality of the plant and related communities occupying the old grassland 

– and this has led to its designation as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI).  

 

At around this time, also, an enquiry to Richard Stone, co-director of Marches 

Archaeology, and who lives in the village, revealed another local tradition. This stated 

that after the Black Death reached Lyonshall in 1349, a fire led to the abandonment of the 

area between the present village nucleus and the church/castle (letter to the author). 

Richard Stone has also observed two massive likely C14th crucks in Ivy House, just to 

the north of the present second (southern) right-angled turn of the A480 in the village.  

 

Although this building is situated directly opposite the projected current course of the 

road northwards and therefore seems not to ‘fit’ an original location, the road has already 

done another very slight dog-leg eastwards in approaching this point from the south. 

Therefore, projecting from its course as it actually enters Lyonshall, it would originally 

have  passed just to the west of Ivy House. 
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New evidence from documentary research 

 

While the site visits were being made, a review of the evidence for medieval towns in the 

county was being put together and a report written (Ray, 2001). A brief entry 

summarising the evidence for Lyonshall was included (ibid, 22-3). One recommendation 

made in that report, was that some further (and specifically targeted) documentary 

research should be undertaken to try to better determine the urban status of some of the 

possible urban settlements apparently missed in the Central Marches Historic Towns 

Survey. 

 

This was acted upon almost immediately with the commissioning of Valerie Goodbury of 

West Malvern to undertake a search of readily available documentation (Goodbury, 

2002). In respect of Lyonshall, but also of Much Cowarne and especially Brampton 

Bryan, the results were dramatic. Lyonshall is mentioned (as ‘Lenhall’) at Domesday 

(1086), and among several MS notes attributed to Duncomb was one stating that ‘Walter 

de Lenhall gives a burgage of the Priory of Brecon upon its foundation’. Although the 

foundation of that Priory was c.1090, it is much more likely that the reference is to the 

foundation of Lyonshall as a borough, probably in the C13th. 

 

The first weekly market and annual fair grant was in 1227. The grant of 1301 already 

noted changed the market day, and extended the three-day fair to a full eight days. The 

grant was confirmed in 1341. 

 

Significantly, the settlement is listed in the Poll Tax of 1379 as having 220 taxable 

residents – clearly indicating a thriving settlement even after the Black Death, and being 

unusually high in a county otherwise severely reduced in population.  

 

A final grant of 1384 to the ill-fated Simon de Burley is especially significant, both for 

the fact that two fairs were granted in addition to the weekly market – again indicating a 

thriving commercial life – and for the fact of the reference itself. This states that the 

market and fair are granted to Simon ‘at his town of Lennalx ‘ (sic; my emphasis). 

 

Discussion and conclusions 

 

Reading the aerial photographs 

 

The new aerial photographic evidence has established the strong likelihood that the 

earthworks both reveal, and mask, the presence of former boundary features of a hitherto 

unsuspected medieval borough. The aerial photographer’s original suggestion that the 

features concerned represented the traces of a former field system is quite 

understandable, given the apparent re-use of the courses of some of the earlier earthworks 

as field boundaries since the Medieval period. Moreover, as noted above, several new 

boundaries have also been created within the framework of the earlier linear features. 

 

In attempting to understand the earlier earthworks, therefore, it is necessary to ‘peel 

away’ the later overlay of a field system and the impacts of later land use. The ‘drainage’ 
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ditches noted from the aerial photographs are a little more difficult to discount in this 

way, since they appear to continue across at least part of the site of former burgage plots. 

The absence of burgage boundary banks in just this area could be as a result of these 

‘drainage’ features being put in later. It is however just possible that the ‘drains’ in this 

area (between features A and B) could be part of land use features that existed prior to 

the laying out of the plots. This is because the ‘drainage ditches’ appear much less well 

preserved within the ‘burgaged’ area than to its west. The possibility needs therefore to 

be considered that the medieval settlement might have been laid out actually across 

earlier fields – a situation paralleled only three miles away to the north-west, at Kington, 

where documentary evidence clearly indicates that the new town was laid out across the 

furlongs of the open fields. 

 

Once these complications have also been taken into account, it is possible from the air to 

trace the outlines of the medieval planned town. Feature B marks the route of a central 

spinal street, and it is possible that earthwork complexities just to the west of the Village 

Hall may indicate the former presence of a market area. There is at least one major 

isolated rectangular platform in this area. It is also just possible that this point marked a 

street junction, with roads marked by slight hollow-ways converging from east and west 

as well as north and south (and this may also account for a slight changer in alignment of 

the north-south street here).  

 

The banks or straight linear lynchets observable on both sides of the road are set at 

regular intervals – and it is therefore difficult to avoid the inference that they were either 

regularly planned tofts of the medieval settlement, or that they were designed from the 

outset as burgage plot boundaries. The apparent existence of individual building 

platforms within the areas so defined is entirely consonant with this interpretation. 

 

Interpreting the physical evidence  

 

On the ground, the complexities are very evident. It is only with detailed measured 

survey recording work that it will be possible to disentangle the earlier from the 

successive land use traces. Boundaries are a mix of very straight and relatively sinuous 

ditches, with or without banks, and the lynchets are (as noted above) sometimes quite 

dramatic in their down-slope profiles.  

 

The large scale of the apparent ‘drainage ditches’ on the ground suggests that if these 

earthworks were indeed for drainage, it was a very considerable enterprise. On the other 

hand, nor are they regularly oriented enough or curving sufficiently to permit a simple 

explanation as the furlongs of a ridge and furrow system. 

 

On the ground, just as from the air, the overwhelming impression is nonetheless of 

standing within the very regularly laid out former settlement. The scale of this, as it 

stretches down the hillside, leaves a strong impression of the earthworks of a planned 

market borough rather than a small castle village. The apparent continuation of the 

pattern into and throughout the present-day village only serves to emphasise this 

impression. The distance from the church to the stream is just over a kilometre. 
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Linking the documentary evidence  

 

Apart from the reference to ‘his town’ in the grant of 1384 to Simon de Burley, the 

existence of two markets at one time, and an extraordinary eight-day fair at another 

appears to emphasise the success of the market and the status of the borough here. That 

the population should remain high, even after the visitation of the Black Death, would 

also seem to confirm its thriving nature – or perhaps that the population were just 

fortunate. 

 

It is also perhaps significant that there are no further references to the town after the end 

of the fourteenth century. The castle was known to be in a dilapidated state by the Civil 

War in the mid-seventeenth century. 

 

The nature of the Lyonshall settlement 

 

The market settlement at Lyonshall was one of a group of castle boroughs in north and 

west Herefordshire that were created at the gates of a major defensible complex. Within 

these parts of the county, parallels exist at Brampton Bryan, Wigmore, Stapleton, 

Huntington, Eardisley, Weobley and Clifford. Of these, only Eardisley and perhaps 

Clifford were anywhere approaching the size in linear extent that Lyonshall appears to 

have achieved. 

 

Where the fair was located is at present unknown – unless it was actually within the 

settlement. However, the market(s) would have been held in the main street and market 

square, if such existed. The ‘spindle’ shape of the outer limits of at least part of the 

settlement may have been echoed in the presence of a central market. 

 

The demise of the Lyonshall settlement 

 

It is difficult to be certain about the reasons why the Lyonshall settlement was largely 

abandoned. However, it might be the case that the local folklore noted by Richard Stone 

preserves the kernel of the story. The suggestion that there was a fire after the onslaught 

of the Black Death, and it was this that led to the abandonment of the ‘central’ part of the 

settlement could represent the lingering folk memory of a traumatic event – the 

destruction of this part of Herefordshire by the armies of Owain Glyndwr in the years 

either side of 1400. 

 

This may seem far-fetched, but recent work by Duncan James on whole or near-complete 

timber-framed later medieval buildings in north Herefordshire, supported by a 

programme of dendrochronological dating by Ian Tyers of Sheffield University (James 

and Tyers, pers comm.) supports the idea of major disruption. Despite (by 2004) the 

dating of some thirty structures of this character in the north of the county, none has 

produced a date earlier that 1410 – and most date from the mid-fifteenth century 

onwards.  
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Significance and implications 

 

Earthwork survival 

 

In some ways, it is difficult to over-state the significance of these findings, in terms of the 

survival at Lyonshall of surface evidence for borough organisation. At Brampton Bryan, 

Stapleton, Huntington, and Clifford, the whole extent of the former boroughs lies in open 

fields. However, in none of these places is there any substantial survival of the borough 

earthworks – neither the former spinal street, nor burgage bank, nor burgage plot 

boundaries, nor building platforms. Three of the four have been extensively plough 

damaged, and all four have been disturbed in other ways.  

 

Further research and fieldwork 

 

Martin Carver (1987) has identified the kinds of deserted medieval urban site of the 

twelfth-fourteenth century such as survives in Herefordshire as of the utmost importance 

for research investigation because of the lack of later development to obscure or indeed to 

have removed the earlier structures and deposits. At some point in the future it may be 

possible to organise research study of the Lyonshall features, in part to disentangle the 

sequence of events represented by the earthworks. 

 

Some priority might be given, in the meantime, to the study of the structural development 

and dating of the earliest structural timbers at Ivy House. In view of the potential 

significance of 1400 in this respect, it would be good to know whether the present 

structure was built before or after the Glyndwr revolt.  The most evident priority however 

is to have some detailed record made of the earthworks. The present author has been 

pressing English Heritage for some time to make this a priority. Despite making some 

contact with the landowners, it proved not possible to obtain consent for such a survey in 

the period 2000 to 2004. 

 

Statutory protection 

 

Likewise, the present author has attempted more some time to secure some more specific 

designation and consequent protection for the site, and especially for the surviving 

earthworks. This effort is recorded in letters to English Heritage throughout the period 

concerned. Statutory protection in this way could ensure that the earthworks are not 

subject to loss or major damage through future housing or through ploughing. 

 

With its good survival and public access, the site is one of the best places in the county to 

visit to get a sense of how the medieval towns were laid out and organised. There are six 

settlements in the county that were founded as medieval towns and are still urban in 

character today. In addition to these places, there are three villages (Eardisley, Pembridge 

and Weobley) that still retain clearly the imprint of their medieval urban layout. 

However, of the remaining twenty definite or likely ‘medieval towns’ in the county, only 

at Lyonshall and Kilpeck can the plan form be readily appreciated, marked by 

earthworks.  
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